13:00  Start

13:05  Welcome by Maurice Bouwhuis, Impulsmanager Research and Open Science SURF, chair of LCRDM Advisory Board

13:15  4x3 minutes by Task Groups

1. Simplifying privacy risk assessment (DPIA) to support research and data management, Pam Dupont, Data Representative, Tilburg University and Raymond van Erkel, Privacy Officer, Leiden University

2. RDA’s 23 Things for RDM adopted: a new tool for info and training amongst different audiences, Dr. Fieke Schoots, Digital Scholarship Librarian, Centre for Digital Scholarship, Leiden University Libraries and Dr. Cees Hof, Trainer data management, DANS-KNAW

3. Digital Consent, nWMO research, Dr. Miriam Kos, Lab coordinator, Data Steward | Donders Centre for Cognition | Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Radboud University Nijmegen and Drs. Lolke Boonstra TUDelft Directie-ICT & FM / Innovatie

4. Data sharing: Trust is not Enough, Dr. Peter Hinrich, Relationship Manager Research at SURF

13:30  Visit Task Groups in work spaces/break out

14:15  Break

14:30  Group photo

14:40  Software Archiving, Saskia van Eeuwijk and Mr. Miriam E.H. Roelofs, NWO-I, senior policy officer/senior legal advisor

15:00  Do I-PASS for FAIR? A self-assessment tool for a FAIR enabling organization, Jacquelijn Ringersma, Coordinator Data Management, Wageningen University & Research

15:25  Implementation Network DCC, Marjolein Drent, UTwente

15:35  Key note Tess van Doorn, PhD network on PhD, Open Science, Recognition

15:50  Closure